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Discourse XVIII
"Only you, the follower of the Way right now before my eyes 

listening to my discourse can enter fire and not be burned, enter
water and not be drowned, enter the three hells as though 
strolling in a pleasure park, and enter the realms of the hungry 
ghosts and beasts without suffering their fate.    How can this 
be?    Because there are no phenomena to be disliked.

If you love the sacred and hate the secular
You'll float and sink in the birth-and-death sea.
Passions exist dependent on the mind:
Have no-mind, and how can they bind you?
Without troubling to discriminate or cling to forms,
You'll attain the Way naturally in a moment of time.
But if you try to get understanding by hurrying along this 

byway or that, after three asamkhyeya kalpas you'll still end up 
in the round of birth-and-death.    Better to take your ease sit-
ting cross-legged on the corner of a meditation chair in a 
monastery."

What we have just read, this section, seems rather straight-
forward, but as we read it many, many times, we come to realize 
there's something very deep and difficult to grasp here.    I can 
well understand that from your perspective you might think it's 
rather a strange thing to claim that one could enter fire without
being burnt, or go under water without being drowned.    No wonder
people say that Buddhism, particularly Zen, talks alot of weird 
stuff.    And of course for a person that is caught up in the 
forms of things, this is the only way that such a person could 
think about such statements, that they are strange or difficult, 
inscrutable, difficult to make sense of.    And indeed, we are 
strange beings, because we are born, and are dying.    

Now indeed, we come into existence and we pass away.    We 
appear and we hide.    And so, indeed we can say that there is 
nothing eternal, there is nothing that abides forever.    Yet, 
when one realizes that one's activity is the activity of the uni-
verse itself, that one is at oneness with the whole cosmos, then 



one will come to realize that what one truly is, is not the thing
that is born and dies, but the very activity of birth and death 
itself.    

Yesterday I talked about Mahavairochana, the Cosmic Buddha. 
Mahavairochana is that activity that gives birth to all things, 
and leads all things to death.    And the thing that one has to be
able to grasp is that from the perspective of that Cosmic Buddha,
from Mahavairochana's    perspective, the things that are born and
pass away, are merely byproducts.    They are products of that ac-
tivity.    As I've pointed out so many times, according to Bud-
dhism, the activity, the cosmos-producing activity of the Cosmic 
Buddha, actually consists of two antagonistic activities.    So, 
having the activity of thus going and thus coming as its content,
this Cosmic Buddha is able to give birth to all things, and also,
to bring all things back to the source.    

As I've pointed out, when one is born, when one comes into 
existence, one always comes into existence as an incomplete exis-
tence.    No one at their original birth is complete.    But the 
one born in a state of incompleteness will inevitably come to the
place of manifesting a complete state, having the totality of all
going and comings as one's content.    

So, when one manifests a state of completeness, whenever one
manifests a state of completeness, there is no need to see the 
great Cosmic Buddha as an object.    So when one manifests a com-
plete self, because there is no need to see the Buddha as an ob-
ject, one could say that there is no Cosmic Buddha.    

Now, as I've pointed out, what I mean by a complete self is 
that self which has as its content all going and coming activity.
The problem is that we come to have a consciousness that thinks 
of the self in a fixated way, thinks of the self as a being,"I 
am," a thing that exists, and therefore we want to always stay 
fixated in that thing.    I doubt that an ant or a snake thinks 
that "I'd like to stay as an ant or a snake forever."    But our 
human problem is that we make a mistake in our thinking.    We 
think that the real self is this fixated thing that claims, "I 
am."    And why is this a mistaken mode of activity of conscious-
ness?    It's because thinking this way is an activity of con-
sciousness that prevents one from experiencing one's conscious-
ness as none other than the activity of the Dharma.    As was men-
tioned yesterday, this mistaken mode of activity of consciousness
is called technically klesha in Sanskrit, or bonno    in the Sino-
Japanese, sometimes translated as impurities, or in your text, 
perhaps mistranslated, as passions.    

Why is it that the activity of our consciousness becomes in-
capable of participating in the activity of the source?    This is



something that we experience every single day, but people really 
don't know why, by and large.    When one is born, one is in a 
situation where one has no choice but to make a relationship with
father, and make a relationship with mother.    In doing so, one's
consciousness eventually evolves to the point of making prefer-
ences, thinking, "Sometimes it's more to my liking to make a re-
lationship with mother."    And other times one thinks, "It's more
convenient for me now to have a relationship with father." And 
this is the beginning of the way of thinking that is contrary to 
the activity of the Dharma.    We come into existence by flowing 
with the activity of the Dharma, and so the child must learn how 
to simultaneously make a connection, form a relationship with 
both father and mother.    But it's very, very challenging, be-
cause what we call life is the activity of father, and what we 
call dying is the activity of mother.    Most people have a ten-
dency to think, "First there's life.    Then there's death.    Life
has primacy over death.    It occurs first."    But the fact is, is
that at the moment of birth, the infant receives equally and si-
multaneously both the activity of life and the activity of death.
Both the positive and the negative are received at the same time.

We speak of anapana.    It means both the in- and the out-
breath.    The in-breath is the tatha-a'gata, or thus coming.    
The out-breath is the tatha-gata, or thus going.    Now, we have a
tendency to think we breathe out and then we breathe in, or con-
versely, we breathe in and then we breathe out, but according to 
Tathagata Zen, we breathe in and out at exactly the same time.    
If one were to stop breathing in and breathing out, then one 
would manifest a state of no activity.    But the activity of the 
Dharma never tarries.    It never ceases in its in- and out-
breathing.    

The activity of the Dharma breathes in and out simultane-
ously.    
So, I ask you, if you were told in your zazen to be able to expe-
rience your breath as simultaneously in and out, what would you 
do?    If you're told to consciously breathe in and out simultane-
ously, it's utterly impossible!    Try it in your zazen.    There's
no way that you can do it.    

When you breathe, your diaphragm expands and contracts.    
And likewise, the lower part of your abdomen, which we in East 
Asia call the kikai tan tien, that is to say, the ocean of energy
and the field of cinnabar; that lower abdominal region, it also 
expands and contracts when you breathe.    Really pay attention to
your breath, and you'll understand how the activity of the Dharma
simultaneously expands and contracts as you breathe.    As your 
abdomen expands out, at exactly the same time, your diaphragm 



contracts.    Now, if you try to consciously do this, as I said, 
you'll find it impossible, but if you just let it happen, you'll 
discover that's the nature.    But if you become free from 
thought, you will effortlessly be able to expand your belly and 
contract your diaphragm simultaneously.    Try it now.    Push out 
your belly.    Hungh!    Don't you feel your diaphragm pulling in?   
Or, conversely, when you pull in your diaphragm, you'll see, it 
automatically pushes out your belly.    

So this is an example of how when you get free, liberated 
from thought, you can simultaneously do the coming and going of 
theTatha'gata.    (Roshi demonstrates vigorous in- and out-breath-
ing.)    So, practice like that, and as you do, eventually you'll 
get hungry.    It's exactly like hugging each other.    Eventually,
your belly gets empty.    

Now they talk about Zen breathing.    There are all sorts of 
breathing Zens.    And in fact, in Buddhism, there are all sorts 
of Zens that are talked about.    Alot of the Zen breathing tech-
niques are designed to foster good health, longevity.    Also 
there are quite a few Zen breathing techniques that are designed 
primarily from the point of view of calming the mind.    In China,
the Taoist tradition itself has numerous distinctive breathing 
techniques.    But almost all the breathing techniques from India,
China, etc., encourage people to breathe consciously, with con-
scious activity.    But because they don't teach to breathe in and
out at exactly the same time, they don't teach, in other words, 
to breathe being free from thought, so they are not the breathing
method of Tathagata Zen.    

Now, this Tathagata Zen that I talk about to you, it does 
not reject any of the other kinds of Zen, any of the other 
breathings.    It contains all the other kinds of Zen, but it is 
based on simultaneously breathing in and breathing out.    Even 
Zen Master Hakuin practiced a form of Zen breathing that was pri-
marily a health technique, because being in good health is very 
important.    Being in good health is very important, because if 
we're not in good health, we will not be able to fathom the na-
ture of the universe.    But the activity of the Dharma functions 
without will or desire, without thought or concept.    

So, we study various kinds of breathing in order to be 
healthy and to develop our concentration power.    And that's 
fine.    It's fine to practice these things.    We don't reject 
them in Tathagata Zen, whatever their origin may be.    But a 
breathing method that does not allow one to function without the 
need for consciousness will not be able to lead one to manifest 
the wisdom that understands how the activity of the Dharma works,
because the activity of the Dharma works without a need to know. 



When we simultaneously manifest both the activity of coming and 
going, then we are utterly free from the need to know.    And un-
less we are able to do this, we will never be able to manifest 
that wisdom that understands the activity of the source.    So the
basis of Tathagata Zen's breathing method is to simultaneously 
breathe in and out, to go and come at exactly the same time, be-
ing utterly free from the need to know.    

There's all sorts of things we can do to help our health.    
We can get up in the morning, we can do yoga and other kinds of 
exercises.    But I'd like you to practice, to let yourself be 
misled by me...let me deceive you into practicing for your health
simultaneous in-breathing and out-breathing in your zazen each 
morning.    

As you know, I don't get enough exercise, and I really 
should get more.    It's good to do exercise.    When I go out, I 
simultaneously breathe in and breathe out, and so it's good for 
my health.    But even though I hardly ever get out, and just stay
indoors all the time, the fact is, if I do just about five min-
utes of (Roshi demonstrates breathing in and out), I'll get hun-
gry.    

Try it yourself.    And you'll understand that the real ac-
tivity of the Dharma functions without need or conscious activ-
ity.    And you'll understand what is meant by anapanasati, usu-
ally translated as mindfulness of breathing, is this so-called 
sitting in the lotus, in other words, what is called shikantaza, 
or just sitting.    

So, if one just breathes in order to improve health, or de-
velop some concentration powers, then one, as Rinzai says, will 
never be able to realize that one's true nature consists of both 
going and coming.    Rinzai talks about still being caught in the 
sea of birth-and-death for three asamkheya kalpas.    Now 
asamkheya kalpa is a Sanskrit term.    Kalpa means an eon or a 
tremendously long period of time.    Asamkheya kalpa is an incon-
ceivably, uncountably long period of time, and that is the length
of time that the activity of the Dharma takes in making one cycle
from ultimately small to ultimately large.    Now, according to 
the Buddhist scholastic tradition, three asamkheya kalpas    con-
sist of...it takes eighty regular kalpas    to make three 
asamkheya kalpas.    Each of these regular kalpas    is said to 
consist of four phases, or periods: a period where the universe 
is born, a period or phase where it persists for awhile, a period
of change and dissolution, and then what is called an empty pe-
riod.    If you're interested in these Buddhist scholastic cate-
gories, you can listen to the talks of Buddhist scholars, which 
by and large are more interesting than mine anyway.    



But no matter how long a period may be, it is one thing.    
It's not, you see, that there are actually four separate phases, 
there is just one activity - zero opening like a flower and then 
collapsing, and forming a seed.    And if you understand this, 
you'll understand that the state of the seed is to have all ex-
pansion and contraction within it.    All of life and death is 
contained inside the content of the seed.    

So people talk about eighty eons.    But (translator slaps 
hands) those eighty eons are inside this sound.    But if we don't
understand this principle, than we will always be the incomplete 
self that is born when subject and object separate, and remains 
forever at the mercy of life and death.    The thing that we call 
the self is just the incomplete present moment.    But when we 
have grasped all of life and death, then past, present and future
unite and we are no longer at the mercy of life and death.    

So, you can understand that when you breathe (Roshi demon-
strates breathing), therein is contained simultaneously both the 
activity of life and the activity of death.    So, when you make 
both life and death your content, where is the Absolute?    This 
is a matter of practice.    When you manifest life and death ex-
actly at the same instant, where is God?    Making life and death 
totally, the totality of life and death one's content, this is 
what is called truth, suchness, love.    You're manifesting true 
love.    There is no God other than the manifestion of true love.  

So there's a koan that goes when you breathe in and out at 
exactly the same time, where is God?    How do you answer that 
koan?    There is no consciousness appearing then.    The state 
wherein there is no concept arising, this is called the state of 
having nothing to do.    In other words, it is called the state of
true security.    So, when the consciousness functioning does not 
appear, then you are manifesting true love.    So, when you 
breathe in and out at exactly the same time, the consciousness 
activity does not manifest.    This is called the manifestation of
complete consciousness activity.    And of course, that's exactly 
what we mean by the manifestion of true love.    

But (Roshi demonstrates breathing) it's annoying to make 
sound.    Do it without making sound.    As you're doing that 
breathing, you eventually get tired.    Of course, probably the 
activity of the Dharma never gets tired.    But even the activity 
of the Dharma can sweat like a human being.    Then it becomes 
hard to breathe.    Hard to breathe means you're getting tired 
out.    So inevitably, through breathing, the state of tired 
arises.    And the breathing gradually becomes quieter and qui-
eter, softer and softer.    So when we're really contemplating 
things, our breath gets very, very soft and calm.    



But this breathing also has both life and death as its con-
tent.    Inevitably, the thus going out-breath, and the thus com-
ing in-breath meet, and there is a cessation.    And at that mo-
ment, although you are not aware of it, you make a deep breath, a
sigh.    And that comes about because the encounter of in and out;
in encountering, the in and out literally have passed through 
each other.    

One's been studying, studying; one can't get it.    Finally 
one gets it, and one goes, "Ahhhhhh."    That sigh comes about 
through understanding.    Alternatively, unless one does sigh, 
there has been no understanding.    In other words, that is the 
manifestation of complete zero.    No need to think.    We could 
call it the manifestation of suchness, or the manifestation of 
true love.    

So Rinzai says, instead of getting caught up in life and 
death, this and that, better to sit on the tan in the zendo and 
breathe.    Of course, it need not be a tan, and it need not be in
a zendo, a monastery.    Rinzai talks about keikafuza, it means 
sitting in the lotus; or we speak of shikantaza, or just sitting.
But it was Rinzai who first said that unless one just sits, one 
doesn't manifest the activity of the Tatha'gata.    If we get 
caught up in just sitting, then we cannot do the true activity of
Tathagata Zen.    I suspect that Rinzai said these things because 
it was a time in the teaching to explain to people how to sit.    

Thank you.


